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Meeks Mountain Trails

In the event of an emergency, call 911.
For more information, check out our Facebook group: "Meeks 
Mountain Trails City of Hurricane" 

Have fun and be nice to nature and others.
Love,
The MMT Trail Team 

Welcome to the 25526 trail plan with nearly 7 miles completed 
and an expected 26 miles in the next 5 years.

All trails feature two-way traffic; please yield to climbing riders. 
Bike traffic has the right-of-way at all times. 
Advanced trails may include steep grades, large boulders, loose
rocks, drops, fallen trees, and other significant trail hazards. 

Bikes: A helmet is required for all riders. We highly recommend
the following routine for all: Pre-Ride, Ride, Re-Ride. Know 
your limits.

Pets: Please keep your lovely pets under control. If you're not 
confident in their behavior, please use a leash to avoid collisions
or accidents.

Trash: Simple. Carry out what you carry in.

Trail Use: Hiking, Running, Biking

3.2 Miles
City Street (0.2 Miles): Short, but a sweet introduction.
Singletrack with a small creek crossing with some exposed rocks.
City Park (0.5 Miles): Doubletrack mixed with singletrack. A stiff climb 
with switchbacks to warm up the legs or a blistering descent from the 
Middle Ridge connection.
Middle Ridge (0.2 Miles): Gradual doubletrack climb. Prepares the 
mind and lungs for the rest of the red/white blaze.
236 (0.5 Miles): Fast, flowy, with some roots and rocks exposed.
Bad Benches (1.2 Miles): Rolling, relatively smooth singletrack with a 
couple punchy climbs. A short, dicey, steep section of rocky, rooty, 
technical switchbacks along the east rim.
Art and Lola Lane (0.6 Miles): A good intro for beginners. Fairly 
smooth doubletrack to begin - then advances to some technical 
singletrack to develop the skills.

1.3 Miles
Lyle's Mile (1.3 Miles): Relatively smooth track provides a nice 
overlook of the valley. A couple small bumps on the way to Dinky Knob
999'. Our Lead Compliance Officer kept this one fairly tame, but 
allowed some small jumps for rewards.

1.8 Miles

Wageman's Wall (0.9 Miles): Hike yo bike! Serious exposure, but 
scenic. Advanced tricky, technical singletrack with rock gardens, loose 
rocks, obstacles, and large rock drops. No rest in either direction. A spicy
treat for experts or those wanting to test their next-level skills.

Homebldr (0.7 Miles): Should have been called homewrckr for its fast 
technical design. Combine with Wageman's Wall clockwise and enjoy a 
fast, winding descent. Choose the rock drop shortcut for the win.  

Newhouse Dive (0.2 Miles): A short downhill for its namesake. Rocks, 
roots, and tight switchbacks. It's preferable to use a downhill approach. 

Want to help build, maintain, or join the trail 
team for the 25526 trail plan? Contact us at 
(304) 549-5865 or check out the Facebook group.
You'll have the opportunity to earn an exclusive 
pass and sticker!

Double white blazes are shortcuts. Provides a connection between the 
different trails.

Cease and Desist (0.2 Miles): Downhill Gap Jump. That's all you need 
to know. Experts only. 
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